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The first chapbook I printed was Th Book of Snow Poems (Cabin Fever) by David Phillips in 1972 under the 
press name 54°40’. The chapbooks in this series were all printed on a Gestetner in editions 
of approximately 100 copies. The format was fairly standard: 8 ½” x 11" Gestetner cover stock, and the 11” 
cover and text usually folded in half, a hand sewn or stapled spine, and construction paper cover-wraps with 
offset label stickers for the cover and title pages. With the exception of a few label designs printed by 
commercial printers, all of the work (typing, printing, collating, folding, sewing, stapling, gluing, etc.) was 
done by hand.		

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

                                           		 	

																																																					

	

	



A	Letter	from	David	Phillips	

	

	
	

	

...	i	haven’t	felt	so	good	abt	a	book	of	mine,	ever	...	



Meeting Robert Creeley with David Phillips	

 
It wasn’t until 1979 that I met Robert Creeley. I drove from Prince George 500 miles south to Vancouver 
to attend several of the poets reading in Warren Tallman’s series, Writing in Our Time, but particularly to 
hear Creeley read again. I first heard him read at Sir George Williams University in 1966 when I was a 
student in Irving Layton’s class.   As much as I wanted to meet Creeley at the time, I had to catch a late bus 
to Toronto – and, as it was, might not have had the courage to approach him. 
 
 But this time I got up my nerve to speak to Robert Creeley. David Phillips and I tracked Creeley down in 
the after-reading throng  (usually 500 people attended these readings) to wait our turn in the line-up. It was 
a brief discussion but even in my awkwardness and feeling of - “I’m very moved at meeting you” - asked if 
he’d like to read in Prince George at some point.  He was very polite, and to my surprise, gave me his New 
Mexico address and said, yes, a reading might be possible. In 1981 we invited Robert Creeley to Prince George 
as the featured poet for the Words/Loves Conference. David was a featured reader. 
 
 
A visit to W.C.Willliam’s house in New Jersey with David Phillips, Jerry Pethick and Arthur 

Spiegleman 
 
My wish then to meet Creeley was perhaps no different than Creeley’s desire to meet one of his idols, 
William Carlos Williams - which he did in the spring of 1954 and recounted in the interview, “A Visit to an 
Idol” 
 
          We (Cynthia Holman, Creeley’s friend at the time) went out by bus armed with directions as to how 

to find the house.  We were walking through a small place, with a sort of ’30s old-fashioned small-
town feeling: a block with a drug store and what not - sort of wandering much as Williams describes 
his seeing Cummings, you know, looking in the windows, etc.  In any case, we found the house with 
no remarkable difficulty and rang the doorbell.  Moments later the door opens and there is Doctor 
Williams!  It was like some incredible moment of epiphany for me.  You know, this man that I 
literally revered was suddenly, physically, right there.  He was also a doctor so he must have, yes he 
must have seen the effect he was having on this younger man. I think I must have gone white or 
something.  He said, “Are you all right?” I said, “Yes”, I’m fine.  I’m just extremely, you know.”  I 
was sort of mumbling, saying, “ I’m very moved by meeting you.”  And, he said, “well, come in.”1 

 
 In 1986 David Phillips, artist Jerry Pethick, and I during a visit to our friends Charlotte and Arthur 
Spiegelmen who lived in Montclair, New Jersey, asked Arthur about Rutherford and the distance to Dr. 
William’s residence. He said, hop in the car, I’ll drive you over to the house!  And in 15 minutes on a NJ 
freeway we were at 9 Ridge Road. We didn’t exactly expect Creeley’s moment of awe and epiphany 
(Williams died in 1963) - but we did walk around the periphery of the house thinking about “the good 
doctor” - the great American poet who inspired generations of poets to follow - a gentle, tough, complex 
character who as a doctor,“did his bit for society”.  He had practiced medicine for 40 years in that house and 
delivered three thousand babies, and in a busy doctor’s life, wrote much on the fly on his prescription pads, 
and happened to influence and change the course of the American poem. I have been reading Williams all of 
my life, as I know Creeley did.  I admire Williams and despite the perplexities of his “anti poetry” and the 

																																																								
	



difficulty of his epic Paterson, learned from his work to set myself right when in certain doubts about the 
shapes and intents of my own poems. Further to his large lessons, any poet’s envy must be to match the 
beauty of  “Asphodel that Greeny Flower” in a writing lifetime.   
 
It was a great afternoon in Rutherford, wandering the periphery of the big yard imagining Dr. Williams up 
in his writing room, or eating Floss’ plums or celebrating his nakedness as the happy genius of his 
household. Years later, my friend Pierre Coupey made the same visit with Arthur and was spotted by 
W.C.W’s son who had long-since taken over his father’s practice.  He invited Pierre inside the house and 
showed Pierre the doc’s writing room and the adjoining office – and was generous with his reminiscences 
about his famous father.   
 
That day at the Williams’ house I picked a lilac sprig from a tree in the side yard near the “Doctor’s 
Entrance”and Arthur took our picture before we walked down Ridge Road to a small neighborhood bar for 
a beer.  I asked the bar girl if she knew of the famous poet who had lived just down the block.  I can’t blame 
her answer of “I dunno?”   There are no stone markers or plaques in the neighborhood to recognize him, and 
I doubt that he was studied much in the Rutherford schools as the town’s famous local poet.  Apropos, I 
remember a story George Stanley told me about a walk through Brooklyn with Brooklyn poet Louis 
Zukovsky.  They stopped to read a very small commemorative brass plaque on the side of a building where 
Walt Whitman set type for his first edition of Leaves of Grass.  Zukovsky remarked to George.  “If they did 
this to recognize Walt Whitman, think of what they’ll do for us!” Such it was that two great poets could 
share a sardonic smile and pass by Walt Whitman’s ghost on the corner of Cranberry and Fulton Street in 
Brooklyn.   
 

 



 
 
 

What are you doing in Manhattan... ? 
 
Later that night after the W.C.W. Rutherford visit, David and I wandered the streets of Midtown 
Manhattan hitting various bars until dawn. In one of them on the Upper East Side, an elegant older 
professional couple sipping Martinis asked us who we were, and what were we doing in Manhattan?  Unlike 
the young bar girl, when we mentioned we’d visited W.C.W.’s home in Rutherford earlier in the day, the 
man – a lawyer, stock broker, doctor? - said with certainty:  “Oh! Doc Williams! He was a bastard to his family!” 
We didn’t query his sources, but felt a bit astonished that the name W.C. Williams prompted such a quick, 
harsh and laconic reply.  A hip New Yorker to know the biographies, and that most poets’ lives do 
sometimes yield such evidence? Was it the poet as womanizer made him inattentive to family – and the 
demands of his work and the poem?  Or what knowledge did this man in the bar have?  The sophisticated 
martini never did reveal the source or evidence of his biographical detail.   
 
What were we doing in Manhattan? It’s a long story of tricky organizing that got David and me to New York.  
My friend Robert Walker from the SGWU Montreal days was living in Manhattan and in the years of 
walking the streets had become a famous NY street photographer. A few drinks along the way, I got Bob to 
host a reading for us – a task he told us was difficult:  NY people, he said, usually have a stack of competing 
invitations and who the hell would know these Canadians? – and any mention of Canada usually means a 
cold front coming in!   
 
Bob designed the postcard using one of his photos and added a few exotic food items and free booze as a 
draw. (What money I had as a reading fee, paid for most of the food and drink).  The other draw that saved 
the day – about 30 in attendance as I recall - was the terrific NYC jazz guitarist Peter Letch – a mutual 
friend from the Montreal days.   
 
 
 

  
 
 
 
 



The Gorse/Tatlow Series with David Phillips 
 
In 1985 I had an educational leave and moved to Vancouver for a year.  While my wife Joy attended Simon 
Fraser University, I worked on several projects: Poets and Print: talks with 10 British Columbia poet/publishers 
published as an issue of Open Letter. (Seventh Series, Nos. 2-3: Summer Fall 1988), The Pulp Mill, an 
Anthology of Prince George Writing for Repository Press, and an ongoing sequence of poems. My friend, the 
poet David Phillips, lived on Tatlow St. in North Vancouver.  Over beers at the Railway Club – we’d meet 
there for “office hours” almost every Saturday afternoon for 8 months - decided to combine Gorse Press 
with his Tatlow House imprint (with its one notable and important BC poetry anthology: The Body, 1979).  
We decided to print a series of cheaply produced chapbooks.  We each had manuscripts of our own, but 
also wanted to print small books by a few writers we knew, respected, and who were proximate. Over the 
winter and spring we managed to print 4 titles in the series: a manuscript by David, Billy Little (Zonko), 
myself, and George Stanley. We discussed an overall design format for the Gorse/Tatlow series and settled 
for what was simple and manageable: a standard   8 1/2” x 11” text page, typed on my daisy wheel electric 
typewriter, and then Xeroxed and stapled into editions of 100 copies or so. We always claimed a neat run 
of 126 copies on the credits page for precious, if not slightly pretentious/satirical reasons, so that 26 copies 
could be signed, lettered or numbered by the authors.  Very few ever were. I letterpressed the covers on 11” x 
17” cover stock (folded in the centre) using an 18 or 24 point Kabel or Garamond for the chapbook title and 
writer’s name.  
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David Phillips.  Gumboots and Blink. Vancouver, Prince George. Tatlow/ Gorse, 1985. 

Little, Billy (Zonko).  Funny / Quel Marrant. Prince George/Vancouver: Tatlow/Gorse Press, 1985. 

McKinnon, Barry. Thoughts/Sketches. Vancouver, Prince George. Tatlow/Gorse, 1985. 

Stanley, George.  Temporarily. Vancouver, Prince George.Tatlow/Gorse 1985. 

* 

As is the case with much of my printing, it was cheaper to buy cover stock in larger quantities, and have the 
ream frugally cut in a standard size to maximize the “out” stock.  For series one, the cover stock most likely 
came from Coast Paper, a Vancouver company with a huge range of paper colours & weights. Occasionally I’d 
get a deal on a discontinued or diminished paper stock that I would then use until it ran out.  I looked for 
bargains that in some cases determined much of the overall look/design. For the first four titles, David and I 
used the same stock 11 x 17” – a gray/blue that tended to fade over the years.  Series Two: a pink/to purple, was 
also prone to fading. 

 

 

 

  
 
 

CWS June 1978 
 



David Phillips 
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